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NOTICE OF THE 2020
ANNUAL CHURCH MEETING
The Annual Church Meeting will take
place in the Church Hall on Sunday
26th July at 12.00 noon with all those
attending adhering to the current
regulations. To be eligible to vote or
stand for office your name should be on
the Electoral Roll which will be
displayed on the notice board in the
entrance to the church and in the church
hall.
There will be three vacancies for new
Council Members this time and we also
need to find a replacement Treasurer.
Stuart Hillard would have been coming
to the end of his three years as Warden
but as we are in the middle of both an
interregnum and a pandemic he has
very graciously offered to stay in post
until next April and the current council
is extremely grateful for his willingness
to do this.
Application forms for inclusion on the
Electoral Roll and to serve on the
Church Council are available from the
Wardens or by applying to the Secretary
on office@standrewskyrenia.org.
Completed forms must be with the
Secretary by noon on Sunday 19th July
2020. Any points for discussion at the
ACM must also be with the Secretary
by the same date.

Don't rush for the exit!
You’ve been stuck for hours on some
crowded plane but, at long last, you reach
your destination. As motion stops,
everybody around you gets to their feet,
grabs their luggage and pushes out into
the aisle. You pick up your things and, as
politely as possible, push your way into
the queue as it heads to the exit. You are
suddenly struck by the uncomfortable
feeling that, in your haste, you may have
left something behind. You look back to
your seat only to realise that you are now
separated from it by at least six rugby
players who are muttering ‘Move on!’ It’s
too late to go against the flow . . .
I am reminded of this experience as – very
cautiously – it begins to look as if we may
be emerging from the long journey that
has been the COVID lockdown. There is a
temptation to mentally ‘rush for the exit’;
to put, without any thought, the whole two
months or so finally and completely
behind us.
Haste can be a dangerous thing and let

me suggest four things that we shouldn’t
forget.

then I would suggest it’s a very good
reason to keep them.

First, we shouldn’t forget unfinished
matters. During this period of confinement
or lockdown, from necessity, we all did
some things briefly or badly. Some of
them may have been trivial: a temporary
fix of the doorbell which fell off or the light
in the loo which wasn’t working. Some
things, however, may have been serious
and must not be overlooked. So, there
may be flowers to put on the grave of
someone whose funeral you could not
attend. There may be a grieving friend you
need to sit with and comfort. There may
even be apologies that you need to make
for some ill-tempered email or telephone
call made in the stress of the crisis. And
however relieved we may be for ending
confinement and being able to ‘move on’,
we all need to remember that for some
people the loss and pain they felt may
make ‘moving on’ difficult.

Third, we shouldn’t forget
unacknowledged blessings. Yes, it’s been
a bad few months but for many people
there were plus points. Bonds of
fellowship grew up with neighbours,
digital skills were gained, books were
read and parents had time to talk to
children. And, of course, if you have
reached this far, it looks as though you
have survived. You may even have had a
deeper sense of God’s presence or learnt
more about him or dug deeper into the
Bible. Why not take some moments to
look back and give God thanks for the
blessings you have received?

Second, we shouldn’t forget unfulfilled
promises. It is a common characteristic of
human beings that under difficult
circumstances we make promises,
whether to ourselves, to others or to God.
In the days of confinement, I imagine
many people reviewed their life and made
a promise to do something ‘when this is
all over’. Unfortunately, an equally
common human characteristic is that,
when the restriction is removed, such
promises get forgotten. So as we prepare
to leave lockdown, we need to remember
any promises we made and consider
them carefully. Were they serious and
sensible? If so, why not keep them? And
if they were promises made before God,
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In fact the Bible makes a great deal of
looking back in acknowledgement. In the
Old Testament there are many
encouragements to God’s people to
remember that they were delivered from
being enslaved in Egypt. For example,
Deuteronomy 6:12 says, ‘Be careful not to
forget the LORD, who rescued you from
slavery in the land of Egypt’ (NLT). The
rituals of Passover (Exodus 12:14) in the
Old Testament was a yearly reminder of
that great deliverance. In the New
Testament, the Lord’s Supper or
communion (Luke 22:19; 1 Corinthians
11:24–26) is a reminder of the still greater
deliverance achieved by Jesus on the
cross. Such reminders are not simply
meant to provoke nostalgia; they are to
encourage us that, precisely because God
has been faithful to his people in the past,
they can trust him for the future.
Fourth, we shouldn’t forget unexpected

lessons. One of the extraordinary things
about lockdown was how, without
warning, we all found ourselves in this
strange situation. But I think all those who
managed to stay close to God through
this time learnt something, whether about
themselves, their family or God himself. In
this enforced separation from friends and
colleagues, many people found a time to
spend with God that they hadn’t had
before. Perhaps, too, new values and new
priorities were acquired. In the inevitable
busyness of the post-COVID world let’s
not forget what we learnt in our enforced
isolation.
It’s tempting to move on. Yet in moving
forward into the future, it’s a wise policy
to keep an eye on the past. God’s people
are always tempted to be spiritually
absent-minded. Yet as the wise saying
goes, those who forget their history are
condemned to repeat it. In the book of
Judges we read a record of how God’s
people slid into disastrous idolatry and
find a stark comment from the writer:
‘They forgot the Lord their God, who had
rescued them from all their enemies
surrounding them’ (Judges 8:34 NLT).
Amid those urgent calls to ‘Move on!’ let’s
not be too hasty. Let’s pause for a
moment before we join the crowd pushing
for the exit.

J.John
Reverend Canon
www.canonjjohn.com
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NAMES by Wendy Cope
She was Eliza for a few weeks
when she was a baby –
Eliza Lily. Soon it changed to Lil.
Later she was Miss Steward in the
baker’s shop
And then ‘my love’, ‘my darling’,
Mother.
Widowed at thirty, she went back to work
As Mrs Hand. Her daughter grew up,
Married and gave birth.
Now she was Nanna. ‘Everybody
Calls me Nanna,’ she would say to visitors.
And so they did – friends, tradesmen,
The doctor.
In the geriatric ward
They used the patients’ Christian
Names.
‘Lil,’ we said, ‘or Nanna,’
But it wasn’t in her file
And for those last bewildered weeks
She was Eliza once again.
A seemingly simple poem in everyday
colloquial language explores some serious
themes. These include aging, life phases, time
passing, but most importantly identity.
These few simple lines capture the fragile
lifecycle of a woman that make you feel tender
towards her after just 107 words. I found
myself shedding a tear.

News from The Foundation
for Relief and Reconciliation
in the Middle East

Relief in the Heat
IT’S OK
It's ok that you didn't clean the house
today,
It's ok that you didn't run six miles,
It's ok that you don't know how to
make soufflé,
Or that you're not always full of smiles,
Don't worry that you haven't learnt to
crochet
Don't worry if you feel a little blue,
It's ok to relax sometimes,
Just do the things that make you, you.
Take this time to re-evaluate,
The things you really need,
Enjoy the sun that's right outside,
Read that book you want to read,
Chat to a neighbour that you've never
met
Re read your favourite bible verse,
Make sure that you're eating well
And just remember, it could be worse.
Remember you are loved,
Remember to be safe,
Phone a friend, say a prayer,
Remember to have faith.

But imagine the temperatures in northern
Iraq – 39c to 45c. And imagine living in a
refugee camp or other makeshift
accommodation. Few of those people
have any respite from the heat. A new
nightmare is the emerging of the rising
numbers of cases of Coronavirus in the
region. Perhaps worst of all is the sense
of hopelessness. Years after ISIS were
supposedly defeated, many thousands are
still languishing in camps which were
supposed to be temporary (the common
story of refugees throughout the Middle
East).

Yazidi vulnerability - our
response
Leah Plant
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Here in the UK we have been enjoying (or
for some – suffering) the hottest days of
2020. Temperatures have reached 29c to
33c. When you have no air-conditioning it
becomes difficult to concentrate. More
cold drinks and ice cream are required!
Sleeping at night is not either.

The extreme poverty of the Yazidi
community in and around Dohuk in
northern Iraq makes them especially
vulnerable to the Coronavirus. Tens of

thousands of Yazidis and Assyrian
Christian internally displaced persons
(IDPs) live in or around Dohuk. This is due
to the ISIS expansion in Iraq in 2014 and
the subsequent Fall of Mosul and the
Nineveh Plains region after two months of
fighting, in addition to the Sinjar
massacre in which 5,000 Yazidis were
massacred during the genocide of Yazidis
by ISIS.
We have a programme of delivering
hygiene packs with soap, shampoo,
handwash and many other items.

FRRME has now completed four
distributions of packs, thanks to the
generosity of our donors. This has provided
vital cleaning products to 2,250 families.
We want to do more in July. Each pack
costs less than £15

Would you flee your country or
return to the rubble?
6th August 2014: Qaraqosh is overrun by
ISIS. The Christians flee in terror, leaving
their homes and businesses behind. Many
of those who don’t escape are killed or
captured. Everything of value is stolen.
Homes are destroyed, burnt or seriously
damaged. Tunnels are dug between houses
to defend the town. The terrorist army can
move between houses without going out
into the open...
After the liberation of the town in 2016
people are frightened to return. The trauma
they have experienced is profound. One
woman speaks to us in tears about the day
she returned to find a huge tunnel in the
middle of her living room and everything
ransacked. Many flee Iraq altogether,
vowing never to return to their homeland.
They join thousands upon thousands in
Jordan and other countries.
Those who do return struggle to make a
living. In a refugee camp one man we meet
tells us how he fears for the future. “How
can we go back when there are no
jobs?” he says sadly.

Our response - Nineveh SEED

“With bread all sorrows are less”
We can update you on the story of the new
bakery we established in Qaraqosh, the
main Christian town in the Nineveh Plain of
northern Iraq. It is one of our Nineveh SEED
job-creation projects, funded by donations
and grants. In this case we give thanks for
the generosity of the Highway One Trust
who funded the entire cost.
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And this is why we begin our Nineveh SEED
programme. SEED stands for Sustainable
Enterprise Economic Development. It
includes a range of programmes to revitalise
villages in the Nineveh Plain in northern
Iraq, with a particular focus on job-creation.
The bakery in Qaraqosh is one such project
which is providing livelihoods for 5 men and
their families.
Last year we set up the largest chicken farm
in the area. Two towns also benefited from
commercial greenhouses. This year we
have established new bee-keeping
businesses, producing honey. Currently we
are completing the renovation of a Bulgur

Wheat factory. More projects will follow as
we seek to build momentum in the local
economic revival.

Pandemic
What if you thought of it
as the Jews consider the Sabbath—
the most sacred of times?
Cease from travel.
Cease from buying and selling.
Give up, just for now,
on trying to make the world
different than it is.
Sing. Pray. Touch only those
to whom you commit your life.
Center down.

Our response to the virus
FRRME are responding urgently
to the needs of the people of the
Nineveh
Plain
during
the
pandemic. We have staff on the
ground, unlike many Western
NGOs. Our strong relationships
with
political
leaders
and
communities help us to act
quickly.
Please pray for the people of the
Nineveh Plain; that they will be
safe from sectarian violence and
be able to live in peace. Pray that
we will continue to enjoy good
relations with local leaders of
different faiths, in order to develop
our Nineveh SEED programme.

And when your body has become still,
reach out with your heart.
Know that we are connected
in ways that are terrifying and beautiful.
(You could hardly deny it now.)
Know that our lives
are in one another’s hands.
(Surely, that has come clear.)
Do not reach out your hands.
Reach out your heart.
Reach out your words.
Reach out all the tendrils
of compassion that move, invisibly,
where we cannot touch.
Promise this world your love–
for better or for worse,
in sickness and in health,
so long as we all shall live.
Lynn Ungar, March 11 2020

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Diocesan News
Two respected Anglicans, one a priest of the
Diocese of Cyprus and the Gulf and another
closely associated, have been recognised in
this year’s Lambeth Awards for outstanding
contributions to the Church and wider society,
announced by the Archbishop of Canterbury,
Justin Welby.
Mr John Clark, Chairman of the Jerusalem and
the East Mission Trust (JEMT) and also a
Director of the Jerusalem and the Middle East
Church Association (JMECA), was awarded
the Cross of St Augustine—one of the highest
awards for members of the Anglican
Communion—for “an outstanding and selfless
contribution to the life and witness of churches
of the Anglican Communion, especially in the
Middle East and specifically Iran, over 50
years”.
In addition to
his roles at
JMECA and
at JEMT,
which
provides
significant support to all dioceses of our
Province, Mr Clark is a long-time friend of
the Diocese of Cyprus and the Gulf and takes a
prominent part in the Iran Diocesan
Association.
Canon Paul-Gordon Chandler, senior priest at
the Epiphany Qatar, was awarded the Hubert
Walter Award for Reconciliation and Interfaith
Cooperation for “his distinct and exceptional
contribution in using the arts for interreligious
peacebuilding around the
world”. Canon Chandler is
the founder of CARAVAN,
a non-profit initiative that
organises international art
exhibitions to strengthen ties
between cultures and
religions.
“This is the fifth year of the Lambeth Awards,
and I am constantly impressed and humbled by
the work that recipients have accomplished,
sometimes in the most challenging
9

circumstances,” said Archbishop Justin. “Not
all are followers of Jesus Christ, but all
contribute through their faith to the mutual
respect and maintenance of human dignity
which are so vital to spiritual and social
health.”
Archbishop Michael offered his heartfelt
congratulations, saying, “We are deeply
grateful for the gifts Paul-Gordon and John
bring to our Province, and hugely proud of the
respect their work inspires.”
The award ceremony, usually held at Lambeth
Palace in London, has been held over because
of COVID-19.

Ras Morbat clinic, Aden
The Ras
Morbat
clinic in
Aden is
back in
operation,
after a
mandatory
closure due
to the
COVID-19
outbreak.
The challenge of securing supplies of PPE for
patients and staff had been a major concern,
with prices rocketing more than 1,000% since
the health crisis began. But thanks to a grant
from Episcopal Relief and Development,
clinic supervisor Mansour Yousuf Khan has
been able to purchase PPE stock sufficient to
cover the clinic’s needs for some time.
With strict safety protocols for the protection
of staff and patients now in place, staff have
also been educating patients about
procedures essential to limiting the spread of
the virus.

Stand Together
By Marcie from Wiltshire, age 10
In the light of the troubles we have today

A Letter from Pat
Etherington to the
Friends of St Andrew’s

There’s just a few things I’d like to say.
Although the days of this seem long,

Together as a country, we stand strong.
Share your kindness and your love,
It’s no time to be mean, push and shove.
Hold on to your loved ones, hold them tight’
Listen to the rules and do what’s right.
Spend the precious times with your family.
Read, do puzzles, play games and be silly.
Watch Blue Peter, snuggle up on the sofa
As mummy no longer needs to be chauffeur.
Take time to enjoy all the little things,
The small things and the pleasure it brings,
But most importantly of all,
Stay safe, be brave, we shall not fall.

Well Hello Everyone.

Thurs 2nd July

My good news today is that St Andrew’s will
be open this coming Sunday, the 5th July at
10.30 am for its first service since the
Lockdown began It will be led by the Rev
Justin Arnott who is well known to our
congregation. It will be a slightly different
service to our usual one as it will be a spoken
one and we will not be offered wine during
communion.
The whole of the church has been deep
cleaned, as has the hall below. The seating has
all been rearranged to comply with spacing
rules which has of course cut down the seating
drastically but if we have any overflow we will
be seated in the hall and watch the service on
screen there. Normally the viewing is better
in the hall as no-one sits in front of the
camera.
With the church reopening the couples who
had their wedding blessings postponed due to
Lockdown will now be able to go ahead with
their plans.

10 year old Marcie has earned herself a Blue
badge by writing this inspirational poem.
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We held our second PCC meeting via Zoom on
Tuesday 30th June and thanks to Amanda's
hard work it all went very well. We weren't
held to a time limit, as I understand can
happen, and we managed to get through all the
agenda quite well. It is planned to hold our
ACM on Sunday 26th July which will be
chaired by Warden Stuart Hillard.

The fortnightly food parcels for students are
continuing and they have been greatly
appreciated.

Friends and people of
St Andrew’s Church Kyrenia

My many garden pots are still doing quite well
in spite of the rise in temperature here, but
now it's the Gazania taking pride of place with
colours ranging through the yellows, coppers
and all the way through to a glorious dark red
and a few striped ones as well that crept in by
mistake. They seem quite tough as well which
is always a good thing.
I think that is all my news for now.
Keep well & keep safe.
Love from Cyprus
Pat E.

Keep us, good Lord, under
the shadow of your mercy.
Sustain and support the
anxious,
Be with those who care for
the sick, and lift up all who
are brought low;
That we may find comfort
knowing that nothing can
separate us from your love
in Christ Jesus our Lord.
Amen.
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GIVING

These have been difficult days, for so
many very sad days and they continue.
We pray for all those who are serving
communities in the many countries
around the world where the Corona Virus
is striking people down and for family
and friends of people undergoing
treatment. We especially remember frontline workers who have put themselves in
danger and all those who have died, may
they Rest in Peace.
Spring and early summer is a beautiful
time in Cyprus and many Friends, regular
visitors and tourists will have missed
joining in fellowship at St Andrew’s
Church both at Easter and the weeks that
followed. The lockdown in North Cyprus
was strict, rigorously enforced but very
effective. By the beginning of July there
had been no cases of Covid-19 for two
months, but everyone remains cautions of
a second wave. So, on 5th July the doors
of the Church opened with great caution
for the first time since the Thursday
service on 12th March. A restricted

gathering joined a said Holy Communion
service with no singing and seating
spaced to ensure Social Distancing. The
days ahead are unknown but we pray they
will continue to bring freedom and the
possibility of travel to and from the
island. The deepest wish of us all, is that
the day will soon be here when we can
come together with freedom in our
beautiful church once again to worship
our Lord in fellowship and song.

With a UK mobile phone, in the UK or
anywhere you are able to roam with
your UK mobile including North
Cyprus, Text KYRENIA to 70085 to
donate £10. Texts cost £10 donation
plus the cost of one standard rate
message. The charge will appear on
your telephone bill. Repeat donations
are possible to a maximum of £30 with
up to three messages in one day.
SMS donations can also be Gift Aided.

Each week the service sheet is posted on
the Church web site and there are details
of how to receive the Thursday Praise
service prepared by Steve Bishop and
sent out with encouragement for you to
sing to music on Youtube.
Of course, the closure of Church and the
absence of visitors has left St Andrew’s
without the normal generous Easter and
spring collections. If you wish to make a
donation from wherever you are to
support the work of the Church, full
details are available on the website giving
page. Details of how to make payments
to the Church UK Charity Bank account
by Cheque or bank transfer are listed.
Regular monthly Standing Order
donations enable budgeting of church
finances. Donations can be gift aided.
Contact the gift aid officer at
giftaid@standrewskyrenia.org
We have recently introduced a new simple
method of making small SMS donations to
St Andrew’s for UK mobile phone users,
similar to that used for appeals on TV in
UK.
Text KYRENIA to 70085 to donate £10 to
St Andrew’s
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A reply message acknowledging and
thanking you for the donation will be
received inviting you, if appropriate and
you are able, to send us your Gift Aid
details to enable St Andrew’s to make the
GA application on your behalf.
You may ask what we do with your
financial donations. In addition to
keeping the church alive, in recent years
the St Andrew’s community have made
generous donations to local charities
including Tulips, The Women’s Refuge,
The Sarioğlu Foundation, Karakum
Special Needs School and internationally
to The World Day of Prayer.
Thank you so much for your support.

Sailor to Priest
via Germany, Japan and Suez
The Revd John Davies
Locum at St Andrew’s on several occasions,
the most recent
being for four
months during
2013, the year
of our
centenary.
Perhaps you
remember him
and his wife
Anne.
John was Team Vicar of Littleham back the
1980s. He was recently due to speak at the
Men’s Breakfast at his old parish, but that
became an early casualty of the ‘Lockdown’.
However, in preparation he had produced a
series of articles about his life which I propose
to reproduce here in a serialised format.
John’s Story - Part 2
After the course at HMS Vernon, the Under
Warfare School, I remained there for another
year as an instructor in the Tactical Section.
Peter was born shortly before I went to Malta
on the staff of Flag Officer Flotillas, the sea
going admiral.
(FOF Med’s Staff)

Anne followed shortly after. I was also a
lecturer at the NATO tactical school, spending
a week ashore then going to sea with them for
exercises. There were squadrons from India,
Pakistan and Yugoslavia, Hindus, Muslims
and Communists. Anne came with me when I
went to a NATO conference in Naples, then
we had a short holiday visiting Pompeii and
Capri. Following exercises in the eastern
Mediterranean the flagship with four
destroyers and four submarines went on to
Beirut. On one Saturday boats were out
sailing when there was a sudden storm and low
visibility. One boat was lost. Local boats and
aircraft joined in the search. I was left at the
British Embassy to arrange the funeral of the
sailors, two were C of E, two RC. The priest
would not countenance a joint service, so as
we steamed to the last known position for the
funeral service one was held on the forecastle
another on the quarterdeck. Muslims from the
local community went where they chose. It
raised my first interest in Christian unity.

Towards the end of 1955 I went to Harwich as
captain of one of the new minesweepers.
Much happened in 1956. Dad died of
Parkinson’s Disease, Michael was born, Egypt
nationalised the Suez Canal. I was in dry dock
at Sheerness when ordered to sail for the Med.
Filled with inoculations for the Middle East
we sailed in a thunder storm with few fit for
duty, just keeping England to starboard and
France to port. The crisis went cold, it looked
as if we would be hanging around at Malta for
some time.
Anne came out at her own expense with a
toddler and a baby. She had hardly arrived
when I was sent to patrol round Cyprus for
EOKA gun runners. The signal came to open
secret envelopes we carried. We went into
Farmagusta for 25 tons of diesel, provided by
the Army in gerry cans. Flag Officer Cyprus, a
submarine VC from the Dardanelles, spoke to
the ship’s company ending, “I wish I were
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coming with you, lads.” “You can have my
place, sir”, said the cook.

.

(HMS Letterston arriving at Malta)

We rendezvoused with the assault force
coming from Malta. Along with two other
minesweepers we escorted the landing craft to
the beach west of the canal, then I returned to
the fleet to pick up the Fleet Diving Team and
the Port Control party and take them into Port
Said as helicopters flew overhead.

A minesweeper with the latest Deltic engines
limped in. Due for another appointment, I was
told to exchange with the captain of HMS
Upton and take her to Malta. The day after
sailing there was a roar from the funnel which
looked like a bunsen burner. The Engineer
and his mates put out a major fire in the engine
room (he got a medal) and we were towed 800
miles to Malta. At last I had some time with
Anne and the boys while HMS Upton got
repairs and two new engines.
I was told to sail independently for UK at 13.5
knots to prevent another fire. The wind
increased in the Bay of Biscay and it was a full
gale when we steamed up the Channel and
berthed in the dark in Portsmouth dockyard.
After Christmas leave we took her to the
minesweeping base in Southampton Water and
I went to HMS Vernon to do sea trials of new
minesweeping equipment.

Suez

One Saturday I was duty commanding officer
when Anne went into labour. It took a while
to get a relief and I got home just before the
midwife whose moped had run out of petrol.
So came our third boy, Richard.

Hostilities ceased; Russia put down the rising
in Hungary. Was the Third World War about
to start?

Entering Port Said
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January 1959 took me to the Far East as first
lieutenant of the frigate HMS St Brides Bay.

The captain was a New Zealand fighter pilot
just promoted to Commander. I was chosen as
I had passed the examination for command
and had been captain of a small ship. We
made a bad start. The laundry was run by

Hong Kong Chinese. The head man came to
me returning the laundry money of the captain
and me, a back hander. I said no, we would
pay and told the captain. He wanted his. The
Engineer Officer had recently married and
resigned from the Navy and was sent to the
Far East for his last eighteen months. He was
uncooperative. We did our jobs but there was
no love lost. However, it was an interesting
commission. We were based at Singapore,
several times guard ship at Hong Kong, and
spent two months guarding the new RAF air
base in the Maldive Islands from large war
canoes,

war memorial. A huge statue of the Buddha
stood in front of the temple.

The main hall was lined
with miniature gilt filing
cabinets with cards naming
all known casualties of the
Japanese war including
American, British Empire
and allies. It is the only
war memorial I have seen
to honour the enemy.

and circumnavigated Australia and New
Zealand.

The last trip included a visit to Japan. I took a
couple of days leave to visit Kyoto, the old
capital, where they had just built the Japanese
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On the way back to Singapore we called at
Hong Kong. While berthing we rammed a
minesweeper, cutting a large wedge in her.
The captain was court marshalled, but the fault
was in the engine room. Our foreign service
leave was delayed.

After two jobs ashore at Portsmouth at the
height of the Cold War I was sent to
Cheltenham as Naval Liaison Officer at
GCHQ. We had a few officers who spoke
Russian or Arabic, but our main
contribution was providing information on
submarines off Murmansk.
The Navy was running down fast, it was
time to think of the future. Anne trained as
a teacher. I had always admired my
father’s integrity and commitment though I
had questions about his doctrines and
beliefs. The local vicar arranged for me to
spend a week at the theological college
where he had been a tutor. They were sure
of their doctrine and not interested in my
questions. The diocesan ordinations officer
suggested Ripon Hall at Oxford. I spent a
short time there: they got me started on
study. In October 1967 the Director of
GCHQ gave me a farewell lunch. I drove
to Oxford and started my new career that
evening.
(Ed. Final instalment coming next month)

Please remember to inform the
Wardens if you know of
someone who is unwell or in
hospital. We often hear people
say, ‘I thought you knew’. It is
better that we hear several
times than not at all.
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Grandad was babysitting when he heard
his little grand-daughter muttering the
alphabet over in
hushed tones.
"What are you
doing?" he
asked her. "I'm
praying," she
replied. "I can't
think of the right words so I just say all the
letters. God will put them together for me
'cos He knows what I'm thinking……

The Hospitality of Being a
“Guest House”
Parker J Palmer
Rumi’s mystical poetry often helps me regain
perspective on life. In this poem, I love his
notion that being human is like being a “guest
house.” Unexpected visitors occasionally show
up and stay for a while, including some you’d
really like to throw out!
Welcoming them and learning what they may
have to teach you, or where they may lead
you, isn’t always easy. But in my experience,
it always pays off — if for no other reason
than it hastens the day of their departure!
This being human is a guest house.
Every morning a new arrival.
A joy, a depression, a meanness,
some momentary awareness comes
as an unexpected visitor.
Welcome and entertain them all
Even if they’re a crowd of sorrows,
who violently sweep your house
empty of its furniture,
still, treat each guest honourably.
He may be clearing you out
for some new delight.
The dark thought, the shame, the malice,
meet them at the door laughing,
and invite them in.
Be grateful for whoever comes,
because each has been sent
as a guide from beyond.
____________

Diocesan PRAYER
Diary for July
Nicosia: At St Paul’s Cathedral we
welcome all those who come through our
doors -- as worshippers and pilgrims, as
visitors and sightseers, in prayer and in
communion -- whether local to Nicosia,
visiting us from elsewhere in Cyprus or
coming from overseas from anywhere in the
whole world.
God our Father in heaven, we thank you for
the care of the congregation during a
challenging time. For the pastoral care, love
and support to one another – especially those
who are sick or without money and food. We
pray for our young people. In the power of the
Holy Spirit may the seed of the Gospel be
planted in their hearts and may they always
love and worship you.
We give thanks for so much. We pray that we
may face the financial challenges presented to
us. That we may continue to give with a
generous heart in response to the generosity of
God. We pray for those who have lost
everything, that even in their darkness they
may feel your light. We pray for the struggles
that many face in Nicosia, those sleeping
rough in the parks, those camping in Refugee
Centres; those arriving from foreign shores;
those who for whatever reason are finding life
very difficult. We give thanks that the
Cathedral can be a place of peace and help.
~~~~~

Standing and Finance Committee: Pray
for the business of Synod to be carried on
faithfully between Synod meetings.
~~~~~

Church services are looking a bit different
these days.
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Dubai: Holy Trinity is a Church compound
in Dubai hosting Christian worship services of
various denominational churches including
Anglican churches. Pray that the new
regulations of the government may not

adversely affect our function and the
uniqueness of the HTC Compound is
maintained. The big struggle for our
parishioners is to keep their jobs intact in this
difficult time. Jobs are lost and new jobs are
not available. In this critical situation, please
pray that the basic necessities of life are
provided and the children’s educational needs
are not curtailed. Please pray for our online
worship services and other church ministries
like junior church and teenagers meeting
which are also conducted online. Pray that all
our services online are relevant and our
members come closer to God and grow in the
knowledge of God.
~~~~~
Finance: Pray for generosity, responsibility,
and imagination in the use of money and
resources and for the Honorary Director of
Finance, Canon John Banfield.
~~~~~

Sharjah, UAE: St Martin’s Anglican
Church, a spiritual oasis in the midst of a
desert, focuses on Word, Sacrament and
mission (especially the Migrant Labour
Ministry). St. Martin’s also facilitates worship
for over 120 guest congregations of various
languages and nationalities.
We praise God for the opportunities to meet
online during these challenging months of
coronavirus. We especially give thanks for the
migrant labour ministry who also meets
online, and for whom we have distributed
hundreds of bags of food. We rejoice that the
Teen’s and Children’s ministries are meeting
online, as well as the Women’s Fellowship.
We praise God that while the church building
was closed we were able to make some
renovations to the church and paint all our
chapels.
~~~~~

Ministry: Pray in thanksgiving for faithful
clergy and others ministering Word and
Sacraments in all parts of the Diocese.
~~~~~
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Yemen: The congregation of Christ
Church is currently not meeting due to the
security situation in Aden. A functioning
expatriate population has not yet rematerialised because of the instability, and
threat of kidnapping. Please pray for the
people of Yemen, and our staff at the Ras
Morbat Eye Clinic.
~~~~~

Hon Director of Ministry: Pray for Canon
Dr John Holdsworth as he with others
promotes a culture of learning, vocation, and
discernment in the Diocese.
~~~~~

Paphos: The Parish has 3 places of
worship:The Church of Ayia Kyriaki
Chrysopolitissa, Paphos; the Church of St
Stephen in Tala and the Church of St Luke in
Prodromi, which serves the town of Polis, the
resort of Latchi and surrounding villages.
We praise God for the provision of our new
Associate Priest, designate: The Reverend Ken
Waters and pray that restrictions will soon be
lifted and so allow Ken and Wendy, to move
to Paphos, in the near future. We give thanks
for God’s provision of safety for our
parishioners. We pray for the return of
‘normal’ ministry, for the safe reopening of
churches, for our elderly parishioners to feel
confident to return to parish life. We pray for
the return of visitors and for the enrichment
and encouragement that they bring. We pray
for a return to financial stability in the parish.
We pray for parishioners facing continuing
family separations and restricted travel plans.
~~~~~

More Notes from
Kent

Prayer for a Pandemic
By Cameron Bellm
May we who are merely inconvenienced
Remember those whose lives are at stake.
May we who have no risk factors
Remember those most vulnerable.
May we who have the luxury of working from
home
Remember those who must choose between
preserving their health or making their
rent.
May we who have the flexibility to care for
our children when their schools close
Remember those who have no options.
May we who have to cancel our trips
Remember those that have no safe place to go.
May we who are losing our margin money in
the tumult of the economic market
Remember those who have no margin at all.
May we who settle in for a quarantine at home
Remember those who have no home.
As fear grips our country, let us choose love.
During this time when we cannot physically
wrap our arms around each other,
Let us yet find ways to be the loving embrace
of God to our neighbours.
Amen
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As I write, the
lockdown rules are
slowly being relaxed to
start rebuilding the
economy which has
faced the most devastating period in living
memory. It is, therefore, more important
than ever that we all remember the Christian
fundamentals of life commanded by Jesus:
'Love the Lord your God with all your heart
and with all your soul and with all your mind
and with all your strength.’ The second is
this: ‘Love your neighbour as yourself.’
There is no commandment greater than
these.' (Mark 12: 30-31).
During the Coronavirus pandemic I have seen
hundreds of examples of how people have
shown through their actions their willingness
to 'love their neighbours'. I pray that this love
continues if we are going to rebuild the
economy in a good way and we can help do
this by supporting our local businesses through
the difficult days that I am sure lie ahead.
I came across this forthright reflection on postCOVID-19 church life, in Archbishop John
Sentamu’s address to Spring Harvest. “It is
not, should or shouldn’t we change, but if we
don’t change now we will sink, we cannot go
on as we are. I believe there could be a
phenomenal future for us, if we take the
opportunity given to hear how God wants us to
move into the future. So now it is up to us.”
In some ways I feel more nervous of the
“unlocking” than when details of the virus
were first broken to us. Pictures of crowded
beaches and pubs opening in Soho! I thank
God that the majority of people are still
behaving with consideration.

This very vivid description of the reality of
getting a serious dose of the corona virus
makes chilling reading. It was written by a
nurse working in ICU.
What it means to be on a ventilator.
For starters, it's NOT an oxygen mask put over
the mouth while the patient is comfortably
lying down and reading magazines.
Ventilation for COVID-19 is a painful
intubation that goes down your throat and
stays there until you live or die. It is done
under anaesthesia for up to two or three weeks
without moving, often upside down, with a
tube inserted from the mouth up to the trachea
and allows you to breathe to the rhythm of the
lung machine. The patient cannot talk, eat, or
do anything naturally - the machine keeps you
alive. The discomfort and pain they feel from
this means medical experts have to administer
sedatives and painkillers to ensure tube
tolerance for as long as the machine is needed.
It's like being in an artificial coma. After 20
days from this treatment, a young patient loses
40% muscle mass, and gets mouth or vocal
cords trauma, as well as possible pulmonary or
heart complications. It is for this reason that
older people or those with underlying health
problems cannot withstand the treatment and
are at great risk of dying. Many people are in
this category so, stay safe unless you want to
take the chance of ending up here. This is
NOT the flu. Add a tube into your stomach,
either through your nose or skin for liquid
food, a sticky bag around your rear end to
collect the diarrhoea, a catheter to collect
urine, an IV for fluids and medications, an Aline to monitor your BP that is completely
dependent upon finely calculated drug doses,
teams of nurses, doctors and consultants to
reposition your limbs every two hours and
lying on a mat that circulates ice cold fluid to
help bring down your 40 degree temperature –
anyone want to try all that out?
Then stay home! Stay safe and well!
I think I had better find something less
stressful to read after that.
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Have a look at this beautiful view over the
Medway Valley on the North Downs
Edward De-Frayne on Flickr.

The weather was so lovely in June that I was
able to enjoy birthday bbqs with some of my
family which was a real joy. While outside
my window the lavender has begun to
blossom. Infact all around the estate are
lovely purple borders blowing in the breeze.

All the “working” members of my family are
still working from home and the youngsters
who had casual jobs are still furloughed so as a
family we have been very fortunate but one
hears stories all the time of really desperate
households. Major financial worries, no job
prospects as more and more High Street shops

and other businesses close, housing and health
worries. We have much to be grateful for.
Here is some “Hot Off The Press” news:
St Andrew's Church Abu Dhabi
11 hrs ·

Dear Friends
After serving as Chaplain in Abu Dhabi for ten
years, it is time for me to move on. St Andrew’s
church and Abu Dhabi has been a fantastic
home for us as a family and we will leave with
many cherished memories.
I want to pay tribute to the wardens and
treasurers I have served with over the years, as
well as my colleagues in ministry and the staff
of the church, but most of all we will miss the
many friendships built over the years with our
congregation members. We have been through
joyful times and we have been through difficult
times – in all these seasons we know God has
been our constant companion.
We leave to be closer to family in the UK and we
trust God in his leading and guidance as to
where we serve next.
We will depart by September 5th and will serve
out our remaining time over the summer
Archbishop Michael Lewis has appointed the
Reverend Canon Dr Paul Burt to be the interim
Chaplain at St Andrew's Church and the Emirate
of Abu Dhabi.
Reverend Paul was formerly the Missions to
Seafarers Chaplain in Dubai.
He replaces Reverend Andy Thompson as
resident chaplain and will guide the church
through the interim period for the next 12
months.
Reverend Paul will begin his appointment in
September.
..............
Andy and Navina will be missed
by many people, not just in Abu
Dhabi but across the Diocese
and beyond. They have visited
St Andrew’s Kyrenia on several
occasions and I had the privilege
of attending St Andrew’s Abu
Dhabi earlier this year while
attending the Diocesan Synod.
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Mac 'n Greens
This is a great dish for disguising greens if

you have some among you who are not keen.
You can add any green vegetables that you
have. Swap the Parmesan for Feta or any
other cheese, or swap the almonds for any
nuts you have
Ingredients for 4:
1 large leek, trimmed, halved and washed
3 garlic cloves, peeled
400g stem broccoli
40g unsalted butter
1/2 bunch of fresh thyme, leaves only
2 tbsp plain flour
1 ltr semi skimmed milk
450g dried macaroni
30g parmesan
150g cheddar cheese
100g baby spinach
50g flaked almonds

Method:
Finely slice the leeks, garlic and broccoli
stems (reserve florets for later).
Add to a large pan with the butter and thyme
leaves, cook until tender.
Stir in the flour and then slowly add the
milk, simmer for 10 minutes or until the
sauce has thickened.
While the sauce is simmering, cook the pasta
in boiling salted water and then drain.
Grate the parmesan and 130g of the cheddar
into the sauce, add the spinach.
Blitz in a blender or food processor (may
need to be in two batches). Season with salt
and cracked black pepper.
Stir through the pasta and broccoli florets.
Add to a large baking dish.
Sprinkle over remaining cheddar cheese and
the flaked almonds.
Bake for 30 minutes or until cheese is
bubbling and golden.
Serve with crusty bread as a main course or
side to roast chicken

MEMORY LANE

Was it that bad our House?
Playing football in the street.
Chalking Hopscotch on the pavement
with plimsolls on our feet.
The open fire that warmed us, lino on
the floor,
Clothes that came from jumble sales, an
unlocked kitchen door.
When we went to sleep at night, with
frost inside the glass,
A water bottle that warmed us, although
it wouldn’t last.
Our bikes our prized possession, made
from bits and bobs,
Keeping watchful eyes out for roaming
gangs of dogs.
Cubs and Guides and bob a job,
Local fetes and church bazaars,
Some dads on weekend mornings
working on their cars.
Cigarette cards and marbles,
Saturday morning flicks,
Pea soup foggy mornings, pushing
hoops with sticks.
A local copper on the beat, we even
knew his name,
When coming upon mischief he knew
which kid to blame.
The sirens that still sounded, a memory
of the past,
Go carts made with pram wheels,
pushed by mates to make them fast.
Coalmen with their open trucks,
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counting sacks they carried in,
The rumble as they
poured them out,
into shed or concrete
bin.
Jamboree bags,
penny sweets,
pocket money too.
Friday night fish and
chips,
That freezing outside
loo.
Paraffin delivered for heaters in the hall,
Radios on sideboards, a chained mirror
on the wall.
Alley ways with hide and seek,
War games in the fields,
Bamboo bows and arrows,
Dustbin lids for shields.
Summers spent on roller skates,
or playing football in the park,
Running back for teatime before it got
too dark.
Sunday dads
down at the
pub, mothers
cooking roast,
The bath in
the evening,
tea of jam and
toast.
A pure and happy time gone by, with
memories held so dear,
Walking streets around us with no
worries and no fear.
What happened to those good times?
Where did they all go?
Memories I still treasure,
I miss them don’t you know.
Anon.
God Bless You All
Anne
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http://cyprusscene.com
Check out CyprusScene for your daily
news of life and times in the TRNC.
__________________________________

If you wish to place adverts here on
our website please contact our
Editor, Anne Lloyd on
+44 7765 463825
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